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Avraam Stepanovich Sverchkov and
“Embezzlers”
Family connections within Russian bureaucracy in the first half of the
18th century
Avraam Stepanovič Sverčkov et les « déprédateurs » : les liens de famille dans le
milieu administratif en Russie dans la première moitié du XVIIIe siècle
Galina O. Babkova
EDITOR'S NOTE
Translated from Russian by Denise Mansurova and Iryna Bickle
1 On  December 13th 1755  the  board  of  the  Moscow  Imperial  University  submitted  a
promemoria [note] to the State Collegium of Justice asking them to send immediately a
representative  of  the  Collegium accompanied by  prikaznye  sluzhiteli  [bailiffs]  to  the
house of State Councillor Avraam Stepanovich Sverchkov, who died on December 8th.1 As
quickly as possible they had to make an inventory of promissory notes and cash, present
in the house, and also to make a copy of Sverchkov’s will, which “remained in the house,
signed  by  Mr. Sverchkov’s  hand  and  witnesses.”2 The  Collegium  of  Justice  took  its
decision the following day: it granted the university’s request and on December 14th sent
the Secretary Il´ia Iazykov to Sverchkov’s house.3 
2 The reason for  this  rush was rather  unusual:  according to  the oral  will,  dictated by
А.S. Sverchkov on November 26th 1755 (written down by the Moscow State Bank junker
Gavriil (Gavrila) Iushkov4), he had transferred a considerable part of his property to the
newly  established  Moscow  University.5 Referring  to  the  authority  of  Ivan  Ivanovich
Shuvalov, university curator and “loving father of Russian children and benefactor of
orphans,” Avraam Stepanovich expressed his desire to become a “donor of this most
spiritual university.”6 Seeking the “auspices” of the University, Sverchkov “asked them to
accept” an amount of “three thousand roubles” in cash, which remained after the sale of
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his real estate in Saint‑Petersburg (“two big stone houses”) and “two villages near Riazan´
and Kashin,”7 as well as promissory notes for a total amount of 16,376 roubles.8 The above
‑mentioned property had to remain at the University’s entire disposal until the marriage
of Sverchkov’s younger daughter, otrokovitsa devitsa Nastas´ia [maiden Miss Nastas´ia, or
Anastasiia], who was only 8 years old in 17559. If she did not have any children, the money
would revert “to the University forever and irrevocably for feeding orphan children in
Russia, to feed their souls and bodies from the most spiritual university by the excellence
of its science.”10 
3 Perhaps  the  university  representatives  would  have  been  able  to  take  possession
(Collegiate Councillor Aleksei Mikhailovich Argamakov, director of the University, put
the case under his  personal  control11),  but  for  a  chelobitnaia (petition)  submitted by
A.S. Sverchkov’s  elder  daughter  Tatiana  Avraamovna  (married‑name  Iushkova)  on
December 22nd 1755. In her petition to the Collegium of Justice Т.А. Iushkova requested,
firstly, to sort out the situation in her father’s “Moscow house,” where already in Avraam
Stepanovich’s lifetime, “armed watchmen” were stationed at the store‑room where “his
different… possessions and acts” were kept, while after his death the watchmen were
replaced by university guards. The latter, together with the Collegium of Justice, sealed
her father’s property.12 Secondly, she insisted, in the interests of her sister Anastasiia,
that the Collegium should make a detailed inventory of all the property located in the
house in “Zemlianoi gorod in the parish of the Intercession of Holy Mary…, which is close
to Vorontsovskoe pole,”13 and decide to whom to hand over “that movable property of my
father” according to the existing legislation.14 
4 The complaints  led to many years  of  investigation (concluded in 1781),  involving,  at
different  stages,  both A.S. Sverchkov’s  relatives,  and the people  whom in his  will  he
referred  to  as  raskhititeli  [embezzlers].  The  investigation  resulted  in  a  sudnoe  delo
[lawsuit]15 over the legacy.  This lawsuit allows us to reconstruct the connections and
relations within this particular family, to follow the dynamic and the character of their
development over several decades while the investigation was taking place. The parties
involved demonstrated their understanding of the notion of family through documentary
testimonies, which, from their point of view, justified the legitimacy of their claims. 
5 Recent historiography stresses the research potential of the acts and documentation of
management and record keeping of this kind of lawsuits: dukhovnaia (will), sgovornye
(commitments  of  marriage),  petitions,  property  inventories,  genealogic  tables,  etc.
Consolidated in one legal case file, they can play a key role in the studies on the history of
family, childhood, emotions, gender, etc., in early modern Russia.16
6 On the one hand, these documents are essential for better comprehension of how, in the
first  half  of  the  18th century,  the  family  world  of  a  representative  of  the  Russian
bureaucratic elite was built and how it influenced his choice of social strategies, shaped
and secured social status and position. On the other hand, the analysis of the above‑
mentioned sources allows us to trace possible perspectives of further studies of family
connections among clerks and define whether the family relationships (between close
and distant relatives) recorded within this particular legacy case were typical or not. In
addition to this, the history of this particular family and its members seems to have an
absolute value of its own. Beyond any eventual conceptual conclusions and observations,
it responds to what Pavel Uvarov defines as “‘the basic instinct’ of a historian”: even if
there  is  no  “further  generalization,”  reconstruction  of  an  individuality,  “private  or
collective,” actualizes “the natural aspiration of a historian to bring the past back to life,”
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where we see the actions of “real people, with their destinies, their unique features—
virtues, sins and imperfections.”17
7 The history of Avraam Stepanovich Sverchkov’s family is important for the study of social
mobility, because he belonged to the category of clerks who were recruited from the
lowest social strata and climbed the hierarchy ladder thanks to their personal qualities,
skills and merits and also the patronage of the officials of higher ranks (there are reasons
to  presume  that  at  varying  times  Aleksei  Vasil´evich  Makarov  and  Count  Mikhail
Gavrilovich Golovkin were A.S. Sverchkov’s patrons18).  Those clerks finally formed the
higher level of office employees in a variety of central institutions and were involved in
the actual implementation of authorities’ reformative initiatives in the first half of the 18
th century.  In  the  context  of  the  governmental  objective  to  reinforce,  systemize  and
standardize the whole system of state management, on the one hand, and the severe
shortage of qualified specialists capable of meeting the needs of permanently growing
state  machine,  on  the  other,19 А.S. Sverchkov  and  bureaucrats  like  him  ensured
“undisturbed operation of all units of the state machine.”20 
 
Chancellery service
8 A.S. Sverchkov’s  activities  in  service  and  his  career  were  connected  to  ulozhennye
komissii  (the  legislative  commissions)  that  worked in  Russia  in  the 1720s‑1740s.21 As
Avraam Stepanovich mentioned in his  will,  they were the very reason for  kamenaia
pochechnaia skarbuta [nephrolithiasis], from which he suffered from a “young age”; he
was “contaminated” by “chancellery service [in] the noble commissions of the Senate,
especially by drafting laws, both from foreign and domestic legislation.”22 
9 In the above‑mentioned context the personality of Avraam Stepanovich Sverchkov first
came  to  the  attention  of  researchers.  In  his  work  on  the  history  of  the  legislative
commissions in Russia in the 18th century, published in 1887 and still retaining relevance,
Vasilii  Nikolaevich Latkin  associated  the  cessation  of  legislation,  which  had  been
emerging  since  Elizaveta  Petrovna’s  accession  to  the  throne,  with  the  retirement  of
A.S. Sverchkov, “the most active member [of the legislative commission] who had been
the  life  and  soul  of  drafting  a  new Ulozhenie  (code)  since  the  third  commission  of
Peter I.”23 Even though he did not describe Sverchkov’s role in the creation of a new legal
code, V.N. Latkin drew attention to particular actions or events organized by Avraam
Stepanovich in person or initiated by him. Latkin also presented numerous documents
undoubtedly reflecting the importance of Sverchkov’s both organisational and drafting
law activities.24 
10 Several works by Aleksandr Sergeevich Zamuruev give quite a comprehensive description
of  Sverchkov’s  participation in  legislation elaboration from 1720 to  1725;  the  above‑
mentioned publications represent “a major contribution to the studies on the Legislative
commission  of  1720  and  its  results.”25 Zamuruev  specifically  highlighted  the  role  of
commission chancellery and its head, Chief‑Secretary A.S. Sverchkov, in the preparation
of  and  discussions  on  materials  for  drafting  the  new code.26 He  drew an  important
conclusion  that  after  1724,  in  the  context  of  the  absence  of  Legislative  commission
members, Avraam Stepanovich and his clerks de facto continued working on the code and
finished it by September 1726 while suggesting a method of compilation of legal sources
and articles that was new for the Russian law.27 
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11 In  the  most  recent  research  Dmitrii  Olegovich  Serov  expressed  a  high  opinion  of
A.S. Sverchkov’s role in the systematization of Russian legislation in the 1720s. Analysing
the history of legislation drafting as well as the members and results of the legislative
commission in the 1720s, Serov underlined the significance of the chancellery and its
“permanent chief” Sverchkov, who ensured the steady functioning of the institution “in
the  context  of  insufficient  stability  in  the  presence  of  the  Commission  members.”28
Nikolai  Nikolaevich  Petrukhintsev  in  his  studies  on  the  internal  policy  of  Anna
Ioannovna’s government and its attempt to draw up a “code of justice,” also points out
the fact that А.S. Sverchkov was the head of the legislative commission in the 1730s, and
associates the decay of “the legislative impulse of the early years of Elizabeth’s reign”
with Avraam Stepanovich’s retirement.29 
12 D.O. Serov was the first to reconstruct the main stages of A.S. Sverchkov’s biography. The
“Annotated  name  index”  of  his  book  “Stroiteli  imperii:  Ocherki  gosudarstvennoi  i
kriminal´noi deiatel´nosti spodvizhnikov Petra I” published in 1999 includes Sverchkov’s
short biography.30 Subsequently it was included as a separate biographical article in both
editions  (2007 and 2008)  of  the Biographical  dictionary,  the first  part  of  D.О. Serov’s
“Administratsiia Petra I”.31 Using newly discovered sources (a patent for Chief‑Secretary
rank, a podmetnoe pis´mo (anonymous denouncement) about the Vysshii sud (the Higher
Court) activities, etc.) Serov stated the year of A.S. Sverchkov’s birth and highlighted the
main events of his career, paying special attention to Sverchkov’s “substantial role” in
“drafting the Ulozhenie of 1726.”32
13 The  information  on  Avraam  Stepanovich  Sverchkov’s  origins,  early  years  and  the
beginning of his career is scant. He originated from a taxable stratum: probably from
peasants of Nizhegorodskii uezd (see for more details below).33 The information about the
date  of  Sverchkov’s  birth is  contradictory.  In  May 1718,  during the  census  of  Sankt‑
Peterburgskii ostrov [Saint‑Petersburg island] A.S. Sverchkov, who lived at that time with
his family and servants34 in Posadskaia sloboda (Trading suburb) in the household of the
judge of Raspravnaia palata (the Highest Court of the Senate) Ivan Ivanovich (Ivanov s
[y]n) Leont´ev, reported that “he, Avraam, was thirty one years old,”35 which means he
was  born  in  168736.  However,  the  will,  which  was  written  down  according  to
A.S. Sverchkov’s  oral  evidence,  suggests  a  different  year  of  birth  –  1692.  Avraam
Stepanovich  stated  his  exact  age,  64 years,  and,  referring  to  his  “saint  patron  day”,
pointed out that “up to this day, October 22 [1]755 I have lived a full sixty three years.”37 
14 This type of contradiction in reporting his age is not a unique feature of A.S. Sverchkov’s
biography. On the one hand, it could have been a consequence of census data collection
practices in the first quarter of the 18th century in Russia, when skazki [reports] were
made by inhabitants themselves or written down according to their oral evidence; in the
second case, instead of respondents’ real ages, the data collectors’ ideas about their ages
were reported.38 On the other hand, “indistinctness” in perception and measurement of
time and therefore a lack of knowledge of one’s own age, was typical of pre‑industrial
societies in general. In his comparative analysis of censuses held in Tula (1715, 1720) and
Viatka  (1710,  1717),  Daniel Kaiser  demonstrated  that  in  early  modern  Russia  in  the
context of a low level of “abstract notions” of time and with no tradition of registering
age, most of the population did not “care” enough about their real age.39 In particular, in
her  studies  on  Sankt‑Peterburgskii  ostrov  censuses  in  1717  and  1718,  Оl´ga  Еvgen
´evna Kosheleva points out that for the inhabitants who provided data (even when they
provided requested data themselves40) “such notions as age, address and surname… did
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not have the same level  of  accuracy and clear meaning” as  they have “nowadays.”41
However,  age  had  a  social  implication:  “inaccurate  awareness  of  age  was  typical  of
peasants in the first place.” The situation was different with nobility. Noblemen were
much more aware of their age: firstly, because it was “associated” with their services and
“was imperatively recorded at all frequent military reviews of the nobility,” secondly,
because the authorities punished and “sought to prevent fraud in age data committed in
order to avoid service.”42 
15 In this context, it is crucially important that A.S. Sverchkov, who managed to reach the
rank of State Councillor and hereditary nobility, accurately recorded his own age. No
matter  what  his  origins  and  real  age  were,  Avraam  Stepanovich  highlighted  and
emphasised his nobility, a status of which he considered himself to be a rightful member. 
16 However,  in  the  1720s  the  question  of  Sverchkov’s  origins  remained  open.  Thus,
paragraph fourteen of the podmetnoe pis´mo on the activities of Vysshii sud, submitted
in 1724, reported: 
and  that  Sverchkov,  a  peasant  son  from  Nizhegorodskii  uezd,  in  year  [1]712
pursuant to an order was taken as a rekrut (recruit) into Grigorov’s regiment in
Nizhnii by recruiter Matvei Zasetskii, and he escaped from the regiment and then
showed up in Raspravnaia palata as a pod´iachii [clerk].43
17 А.S. Sverchkov  did  serve  in  Senate  Raspravnaia  palata.44 On  November 13 th 1713  he
became pod´iachii srednei stat´i [a middle rank clerk] and the same year was sent to
Nizhnii Novgorod to organize the provision of oatmeal from Kazanskaia guberniia [Kazan
Province].  After  that  Sverchkov  served  for  some  time  in  Zemskii  prikaz  [the  Land
Chancellery].45 In  1718  (in  May  at  the  earliest)  A.S. Sverchkov  was  transferred  from
Raspravnaia palata, where he was performing the duties of a staryi pod´iachii [a senior
clerk],  to  a  newly  established  Collegium  of  Justice,  within  which,  pursuant  to  the
Collegium’s decision,  from March 2nd 1719 he was appointed the head of  Krepostnaia
kontora  [the  Deed  Registration  Office].46 By  the  Senate  order  of  February 27 th 1719
A.S. Sverchkov was promoted to the rank of Collegiate Secretary, and on May 16th 1721 he
became the Chief‑Secretary of the Collegium of Justice.47 
18 The appointment to the chancellery of the legislative commission on August 19th 172048
was a  turning point  in  Sverchkov’s  career.  For  the first  time the presence of  Chief‑
Secretary  A.S. Sverchkov  is  reported  in  the  Protokol´nye  zapiski  (minutes)  of  the
legislative commission on January 30th 1721.49 The Senate’s order of June 11th of the same
year, pursuant to an imperial personal decree, entrusted A.S. Sverchkov with directing
the commission’s exterior activities:  he had to notify the commission members about
sessions50 and ensure their attendance, as well as to keep an eye on the actual drafting of
laws. Sverchkov had to deliver weekly reports about the results of his control.51 From
July 27th 1722, when the legislative commission moved from Saint‑Petersburg to Moscow52
, А.S. Sverchkov’s name appeared in most of the minutes of the commission meetings.53
Simultaneously,  he  continued  to  perform  the  duties  of  the  Chief‑Secretary  of  the
Collegium of Justice and “was involved in reketmeister affairs.”54
19 From 1723 А.S. Sverchkov, not being a member of the legislative commission,55 de facto
assumed the lead of its chancellery56 and was the main figure in charge of the work on the
new legal code. In his letter of February 28th 1723 from “General´nyi dvor [the General
Court]  in  Preobrazhensk”  kabinet‑sekretar´  [the  State  Secretary]  А.V. Makarov,
addressing directly to g[ospo]d[i]n ober‑sekretar´ (Mr. Chief‑Secretary), inquired about
the progress in drafting: 
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Since His Imperial Majesty ordered the code to be composed in two parts, covering
crimes  against  the  state  separately  from  civil  crimes,  I  beg  you  to  inform  me
immediately whether you are composing the code in this manner.57 
20 In his reply of March 3rd the same year, addressed to g[osu]d[a]r´ moi premudry Aleksei
Vasil´evich (my wise Milord Aleksei Vasil´evich),  А.S. Sverchkov sent a “sheet” with a
very detailed plan in accordance to which the new code was being drafted.58 In spring
1723  А.S. Sverchkov  set  off  to  Saint‑Petersburg  with  rough  and  final  drafts  of  the
commission’s legal texts. Of all the commission members it was А.S. Sverchkov who bore
the main burden of preparing the documents for “hearings and approval” in the northern
capital.59 Firstly, he “divided the Ulozhenie into two parts.” separating crimes against the
state from civil crimes; secondly, he compiled a register of articles from both, the existing
decrees and the new ones; thirdly, he participated in the elaboration of several chapters
on legal proceedings.60 As a result, by the time of Peter I’s death, “registers of all chapters
and articles of the new code had been drafted” with Avraam Stepanovich Sverchkov’s
“active personal participation.”61
21 In the second half of the 1720s and early 1730s, despite the fact that “the presence” of the
legislative  commission  was  not  “filled  up  with  the  required  number  of  members,”,
A.S. Sverchkov (appointed Chief‑Secretary of the Senate by Empress’s decree of June 1st
1726 and served in this position till 174162) and his chancellery continued working on the
code, in particular on the votchinnaia glava [the chapter on real estate] and the section
on religious crimes.63 Between 1736 and 1742 Avraam Stepanovich Sverchkov was the
main figure of the legislative commission: he managed its activities as an independent
institution64 and was in charge of  the elaboration of  most of  the projects.  Sverchkov
submitted  proposals  to  the  Senate  and  the  Cabinet  on  the  appointment  of  the  new
members  of  the  commission  chancellery65,  on  the  procedure  of  the  discussion  on
particular sections of the code,66 and on the collection and elaboration of decree extracts
67. In 1738‑1739 А.S. Sverchkov actively participated in the Senate discussion on the real
estate chapter of the future legal code68. Simultaneously Avraam Stepanovich worked on
the sudnaia glava [the court chapter], and in 1737‑1739 he drafted a large project Ob
uderzhanii  pytki  v  malykh  delakh  [On  avoiding  tortures  in  minor  cases],  referring,
alongside Russian law, to Swedish and Danish legislation69.
22 From March 1738 until the end of October 1739 the Senate successively heard “projects
composed  by  the  Chief‑Secretary,”  in  particular  the  chapter  O  sude  (On court),  and
Avraam Stepanovich “corrected and drafted” them straightway.70 The discussion minutes
contain a direct indication that once the hearing of the “court” part was finished the
commission and the Senate would study “other chapters,  which will  be presented by
Chief‑Secretary Sverchkov.”71 The minutes are most likely to refer to the project Ob umen
´shenii pis´ma, kakim poriadkom postupat´ [On the methods of reducing paperwork],72
elaborated by Sverchkov and presented to the Senate on June 2nd 1738. From October 1738
besides drafting,  one of his most important tasks was the systematization of existing
legislation.  In  1738‑1741  the  legislative  commission  made  up  general  “registers”  of
decrees according to the plan elaborated by Sverchkov. They included ukases issued from
1649  to  1740  and  those  ones  dependant  on  General´nyi  reglament  [the  General
regulation].73 
23 A.S. Sverchkov’s merits and efforts did not remain unnoticed: by the decree of January 2nd
1741, “signed with the name of Her Imperial Majesty, Her Imperial Highness Sovereign,
great princess Anna of all Russia by her own hand,”74 Sverchkov was granted the rank of
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State Councillor, and, consequently, hereditary nobility.75 On January 8th the same year he
was appointed a member of the Revision Collegium. He was supposed to carry out this
activity simultaneously with his legislation work and to proceed with “drafting the code.”
76 
24 The coup of November 25th 1741 changed A.S. Sverchkov’s situation. On December 1st the
Senate decree ordered State Councillor “Avraam Sverchkov to be taken under guard.”77 It
is unknown how long Avraam Stepanovich remained under arrest; he was released and
returned to his duties in the legislative commission before December 26th 1741, the date
he issued an instruction to begin the study of the papers submitted to the commission by
Palata ob ulozhenii [the Legislative Chamber].78 However, the commission’s activities de
facto were suspended due to the shift of power and on January 16th 1742 the Empress
issued the decree “on dismissal of State Councillor Avraam Sverchkov from any service.”
79 Apparently, Avraam Stepanovich did not have a desire to leave the commission of his
own volition, since the Senate resolution from January 26th 1742 on the transfer of all
commission affairs to Secretary Fedor Antonov had a special note of “calling the above‑
mentioned Sverchkov to the Senate to notify him about that.”80
25 Arrest, retirement and subsequent loss of positions in service did not significantly affect
A.S. Sverchkov’s social connections. On the contrary, in the 1740s and 1750s the field in
which the former State Councillor’s social activities took place and in which his social
environment was formed up, not only included high chancellery functionaries, but was
also enriched by the representatives of the titled nobility. The above‑mentioned process
seems to be a consequence of Sverchkov acquiring hereditary noble status and financial
security, on the one hand, and the successful marriages in Sverchkov’s family, on the
other. The sources do not answer the question of how Avraam Stepanovich developed his
marriage strategies and whether he was guided by pragmatic interests or true human
feelings. However, in any case, the last marriage of Avraam Stepanovich and his material
well‑being, as well as his elder daughter’s marriage and the further successful career of
his son‑in‑law, Ivan Ivanovich Iushkov, reinforced the family’s social position in general
and Sverchkov’s, in particular.
 
The family
26 In 1746,  at  the age of 53,  Avraam Stepanovich Sverchkov married Mariia Mikhailovna
(Mikhailova doch´) Sveshnikova (d. on August 20th 1755)81. The following year 1747, their
daughter Anastasiia was born. This was Avraam Stepanovich’s third marriage. There is no
written evidence regarding Sverchkov’s first wife. His second, or sredniia (middle), one,
as Sverchkov referred to her,82 was Evdokiia Iakovlevna (Avdot´ia Iakovleva doch´), whom
Avraam Stepanovich had been married to in 1718.  For  Evdokiia  Iakovlevna,  who was
4 years older than Sverchkov, it was most likely a second marriage: for A.S. Sverchkov’s
household the census of Sankt‑Peterburgskii ostrov of 1718 recorded daughter, Tat´iana,
six months old, and “stepdaughter” devka (maiden) Iryna Alekseevna (“Orina Alekseeva
doch´”), “fourteen years old.”83 
27 There is no evidence regarding the dowries brought to A.S. Sverchkov by his first two
wives. The dowry brought by “the last” wife, Mariia Mikhailovna, consisted of, “by God’s
mercy, holy icons, diamond objects, gold and silver, pearls, and cloths, and copper ware”
84 worth 2,000 roubles;  in addition,  М.М. Sveshnikova was given “two devki  from the
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village Krasnikovo,” the latter apparently belonged to her parents.85 Mariia Mikhailovna’s
father Mikhail Ivanovich Sveshnikov, Secretary of the Collegium of Justice,86 and his close
relatives belonged to the same milieu of high rank kantseliarnye sluzhiteli [chancellery
officials],87 in which А.S. Sverchkov used to serve, and in which this type of marriage “was
not rare.”88 Guarantors’ signatures in sgovornaia made on January 29th 1746 attest to it:
alongside  guarantors  from  the  military  ranks  we  find  the  signatures  of  Nikita
Mikhailovich (Mikhailov syn) Strukov, Secretary of the Collegium of Justice (who still
occupied the post  in  1754‑175589)  and Mikhail  Afanas´evich (Afanas´ev syn)  Antonov,
“kamisar” of Glavnaia dvortsovaia kantseliariia [the General Court Chancellery].90 
28 M.M. Sverchkova’s maternal relatives—her mother was Elena Ivanovna Bogdanova (Alena
Ivanova  doch´ Bogdanova)91—belonged  to  the  nobility,  and  also  served  in  the
chancelleries of central state institutions. On May 11th 1769 Mariia Mikhailovna’s cousins,
the children of her uncle Emel´ian Ivanovich Bogdanov, Aleksei and Aleksandr92, entered
the  dispute  over  Sverchkov’s  legacy.  Aleksei  Emel´ianovich  Bogdanov,  kantseliarist
[chancellery clerk] of Moscow Provincial Chancellery, and his brother, Aleksandr Emel
´ianovich Bogdanov, podkantseliarist [minor chancellery clerk] of the Collegium of State
Income, submitted a petition to the Collegium of Justice and underlined the fact that they
were “from nobility.”93 Elena Ivanovna Bogdanova owned a real  estate:  the village of
Lomakino  in  Arzamasskii  uezd  in  Zalesskii  stan  za Shednovskimi  vorotami  [Zalesskii
district behind Shednovskii gates], and sel´tso Frolovo [the small village of Frolovo] in
Vereiskii  uezd.  In 1721,  both  villages  were  “signed  over”  to  her  daughter,  Mariia
Mikhailovna;  according  to  the  Second  Revision  they  together  counted  199  “souls.”
M.M. Sverchkova “transferred” some of the peasants to her “Moscow household”; one
“peasant’s  son,  bachelor,”  Perfilii  Ignat´ev,  was  bought  by  Sverchkova’s  son‑in‑law
I.I. Iushkov in 1752. On April 29th of the same year, М.М. Sverchkova “with her husband’s
consent” sold Lomakino village, which included 118 “souls” and a pomeshchikov dom
[landowner  house],  as  well  as  the  adjoining  Chicherina  and  Romanovskaia  pustoshi
[wastelands].  The  buyer,  second  major  Demid  Petrovich  (Petrov  syn)  Arkatov  paid
3,200 roubles  to  Mariia  Mikhailovna.94 In 1750  M.M. Sverchkova  purchased  sel´tso
Rukavkino  “with  wastelands”  in  Moskovskii  uezd  in  her  own  name  and  paid
2,100 roubles. It was the property of lieutenant Matvei Vasil´evich (Vasil´ev syn) Dmitriev
‑Mamonov. She also bought “Polushkino village,” belonging to Iakov Ivanovich (Ivanov
syn) Fongister, sub‑lieutenant of the “Ladozhskii channel squadron,” for 600 roubles.95
Estates  in  Vereiskii  uezd  devolved  to  A.S. Sverchkov’s  younger  daughter,  Anastasiia
Avraamovna. 
29 Avraam Stepanovich and Mariia Mikhailovna Sverchkov maintained close relations with
the Sveshnikovs. In the summer of 1755 Mariia Mikhailovna’s uncle, her father’s brother,
Court  Councillor  Ivan  Ivanovich  (Ivanov  syn)  Sveshnikov,  who  directed  kantseliariia
sobstvennykh Eë Imperatorskogo Velichestva votchin [the Chancellery of Her Imperial
Majesty’s  own estates]96 from April 1753 to December 1763 with the rank of  an army
colonel,  bought  back Sverchkov’s  jewellery,  a  diamond ring and “other objects”  that
Avraam Stepanovich had earlier pledged to the merchant Fedor Serikov.97 In addition, his
svoiachina [sister]in‑law), M.M. Sverchkova’s stepsister Evdokiia Mikhailovna (Mikailova
doch´) Sveshnikova, stored some of her belongings at Sverchkov’s house.98 In paragraph
thirteen of his will Sverchkov prescribed “to return” to Evdokiia Mikhailovna her “trunks
and silver with her seal,” as well as the loan of 300 roubles.99
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30 As within the ruling elite, members of which were bound by kinship relations that served
as instruments of “integration” and maintenance of social status,100 marriages between
the  families  of  collegiate  and  chancellery  functionaries  had  the  same  purpose  and
contributed to eventual  career development and new informal  connections.101 In this
context,  A.S. Sverchkov and M.M. Sveshnikova’s  marriage was mutually advantageous:
Avraam Stepanovich maintained and reinforced his position in bureaucratic circles, while
Mariia Mikhailovna became a hereditary nobleman’s wife. Signatures of persons attesting
the sale of the village of Lomakino by M.M. Sverchkova in 1752 affirm that the Sverchkovs
socialized within the functionary milieu. Among those who attested to the kupchaia [deed
of  purchase]  we  can  find  functionaries  belonging  to  hereditary  chancellery  service
families, who occupied different positions in the chancelleries of several collegiums; in
particular, Councillor Ivan Ivanovich (Ivanov syn) Topil´skii, Nikolai Andreevich (Andreev
syn) Kop´ev, protokolist [minute keeper] of the Collegium of Foreign Affairs, and Iurii
Larionovich (Larionov syn) Ivanov, Secretary of the same collegium, signed the act. 
31 A.S. Sverchkov had long‑lasting relations with the Topil´skiis, who had been involved in
the chancellery service since the 17th century.102 Sverchkov served under Ivan Ivanovich
Topil´skii’s father, Ivan Petrovich (1672‑after 1734), in Zemskaia kantseliariia [the Estate
Chancellery]. I.P. Topil´skii served as a pod´iachii in Razriadnyi stol [The Military Service
Chancellery],  from  1713  as  d´iak  (clerk)  of  Voennaia  kantseliaria  [the  Military
Chancellery], from 1716 as Landrikhter of Moscow Province, from 1719 as the chief of
Zemskaia kantseliaria and as Ober‑Landrikhter of Moscow Provincial Court and finally,
from 1723 as the chief  of  Raskol´nicheskaia kontora (the Schismatic Chamber) of  the
Synod. His  daughter  Feodosiia  Ivanovna  was  the  first  wife  of  the  Cabinet  Secretary
A.V. Makarov. I.P. Topil´skii was, perhaps, the person who contributed to the progress of
A.S. Sverchkov’s  career.  In  1752,  State  Councillor  Ivan Ivanovich  Topil´skii,  owner  of
140 souls,  served  in  the  Collegium  of  Foreign  Affairs  with  an  annual  salary  of
1,000 roubles103.  N.А. Kop´ev  most  likely  belonged  to  the  Kop´evs’  chancellery  “clan,”
which  originated  in  the  taxable  stratum.  The  members  of  this  “chancellery  family”
advanced  in  their  careers  due  to  family  relations  with  vice‑chancellor  baron  Petr
Pavlovich Shafirov.104 
32 The  Sverchkovs’  social  circle  was  not  limited  by  bureaucracy,  it  also  included
distinguished noblemen, who signed the deed of purchase in 1752, as well as Avraam
Stepanovich’s will  in 1755.  In 1752 a corporal of  the lifeguard Semenovskii  regiment,
Prince  Ivan  Nikolaevich  (kniaz´  Nikolaev  syn)  Volkonskii  and  praporshchik  Prince
Mikhail Ivanovich (kniaz´ Ivanov syn) Vadbol´skii signed the act “by their own hand.”105
The will shows only noblemen signatures: in November 1755 it was attested by Prince
Vasilii Sergeevich (kniaz´ Sergeev syn) Dolgorukov, captain of the Novgorodskii infantry
regiment,  Aleksandr  Iur´evich  (Iur´ev  syn)  Neledinskii‑Meletskii,  lieutenant  of  the
lifeguard Semenovskii regiment, Prince Aleksandr Aleksandrovich (kniaz´ Aleksandrov
syn) Prozorovskii, lieutenant of the second infantry regiment, and Prince Iurii Vasil´evich
(kniaz´ Vasil´ev syn) Khovanskii, cornet of the lifeguard Mounted regiment.106 
33 The nature of the relations between A.S. Sverchkov and the above‑mentioned persons,
five of whom were princes, requires further investigation. However, at this stage it is
already possible to suggest that Avraam Stepanovich and the Neledinskii‑Meletskiis met
in official capacity. Aleksandr Iur´evich Neledinskii‑Meletskii was a son of Stol´nik Iurii
Stepanovich Neledinskii‑Meletskii,  a member of a boyar family.  The latter started his
service at the court of tsarina Praskov´ia Fedorovna and in 1706 he served in Rozriad [The
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Military Service Chancellery] and later in Koniushennyi prikaz [the Stable Chancellery].
In 1719 Iu.S. Neledinskii‑Meletskii became the judge of Denezhnyi dvor [the Monetary
Court]. In the 1710s he belonged to the close circle of Peter I. In 1726‑1728 Active State
Councillor Iu.S. Neledinskii‑Meletskii was a member of the Senate, where, as previously
mentioned,  A.S. Sverchkov occupied the post  of  Chief‑Secretary.107 Aleksandr Iurevich
Neledinskii‑Meletskii  was  granted  the  rank  of  lifeguard  captain and  retired  in  1763.
However, he subsequently returned to service and made a career in court, obtaining the
position of  Active Chamberlain in 1768.  Iu.S.  and А.Iu. Neledinskii‑Meletskii  possessed
lands in Moscow Province.108
34 The  sources  do  not  provide  information  on  the  level  of  emotional  engagement  and
friendship between A.S. Sverchkov and the guarantors of his deals and acts. However, it is
highly probable that the composition of A.S. Sverchkov’s social circle, as well as a clear
tendency to renounce his contacts with chancellery bureaucracy were a consequence of,
firstly,  the aspiration to strengthen his  own noble status  from that  of  a  functionary
(especially in the context of the increase of nobility’s self‑perception as a distinct social
stratum, typical of the mid 1750s, resulting in the tendency to dissociate itself from other
social  groups and to codify  the privileges  and “the rights  of  their  «estate»”109),  and,
secondly, the high social and service position of Sverchkov’s son‑in‑law, I.I. Iushkov. 
35 Ivan Ivanovich Iushkov was the husband of  A.S. Sverchkov’s  elder daughter,  Tat´iana
Avraamovna, whose mother was Avraam Stepanovich´s second wife Evdokiia Iakovlevna.
Tat´iana was born either in 1717 or 1718: she was “six months” old in 1718.110 In 1734 she
married a nobleman, I.I. Iushkov; her dowry consisted of some imenie [property], which
has not yet been identified, as well as a dvorovoe mesto [urban plot of land] in Proezzhii
pereulok in the “parish of the Intercession of Il´ia Church.”111 I.I. Iushkov’s father, Ivan
Stepanovich Iushkov, was a stol´nik; I.I. Iushkov’s uncle, Andrei Stepanovich, was also a
stol´nik at the court of tsarina Praskov´ia Fedorovna.112 Ivan Ivanovich Iushkov also began
his service at court: in 1728 he was appointed a page of “tsesarevna and great princess
Paraskeviia Ioannovna,” and in 1730 he became her kammer‑page. At the moment of his
marriage  with  Т.А. Sverchkova,  Iushkov  was  a  praporshchik  of  the  Suzdal´  infantry
regiment,  where he was  “adjutant  and served in  different  military  campaigns.”  Ivan
Ivanovich’s  career  was  very  successful:  in  1735  he  was  promoted  to  captain  of  the
Ukranian lant‑milicia regiments, then in 1735‑1737 he served as an executor in General
´nyi krigs‑kommissariat [the General War Commissariat], in the Military Office and in the
Military Collegium. In 1737 Iushkov achieved the rank of major and in 1740 he was sent to
Glukhov to carry out an investigation.113 On March 11th 1741, I.I. Iushkov was given the
rank  of  lieutenant  colonel;  the  same  year  he  moved  to  the  civil  service  and  was
“promoted  to  Councillor  of  Shchetnaia  kantora  [the  Audit  Chamber]  of  the  Military
Collegium.”  From  1742,  I.I. Iushkov  served  in  the  Collegium  of  Justice,  and  on
December 18th 1753  “by  personal  decree  of  Her  Imperial  Majesty  sovereign Elizaveta
Petrovna was kindly promoted to the rank of State Councillor and appointed the main
judge of Sudnyi prikaz [the Court Chancellery].”114 In the late 1750s, I.I. Iushkov was one
of the members of the legislative commission and participated in the elaboration of a new
legal code. By the Empress’s personal decree of August 16th 1760 he was granted the rank
of Active State Councillor and appointed “president of the Collegium of State Income”; by
March 21st 1762 he had reached the rank of privy councillor and was ordered to perform
the duties of Saint‑Petersburg general‑politsmeister (chief of police). In 1764 in the rank
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of privy councillor I.I. Iushkov was appointed Moscow Governor and remained in this post
until his retirement in 1773115. 
36 I.I. Iushkov  was  a  major  landlord:  by  1754  he  owned  vast  estates  in  Moskovskii,
Kashinskii,  Rostovskii,  Iaroslavskii,  Galitskii,  Vologodskii,  Belozerskii,  Aleksinskii,
Volokolamskii,  Ruzskii, Muromskii,  Arzamasskii  and  Klinskii  uezds,  with  more  than
3,000 “souls” in total116. This fact probably explains why A.S. Sverchkov did not bequeath
any movable or real property to his elder daughter Tat´iana Avraamovna. Apparently he
considered that her future was rather well provided for. According to paragraph eleven
of the will,  Tat´iana “was blessed” with an icon “in a big silver framework with holy
relics.” The will also gave her the right to make decision on several matters. T.A. Iushkova
could dispose of “other” holy icons and decide the future of several promissory notes on
her sole discretion. The first promissory note, for 560 roubles, of which 50 roubles had
been paid, was written for Iryna Sergeevna (Arina Sergeeva doch´) Lodyzhenskaia, wife of
the  deceased  kapitan  komandor  [captain  commander]  Vasilii  Iur´evich  (Yur´ev  syn)
Lodyzhenskii.  A.S. Lodyzhenskaia  could  be  given  back  the  promissory  note  without
covering the rest of the debt. The second promissory note for a total amount of more
than  100 roubles  including  interest  was  given  in  the  name  of  merchant  Grigorii
Medvedev; however, his widow and minor son were not able to pay. Sverchkov suggested
“to free them from that debt.”117 
37 The  Sverchkovs  and  the  Iushkovs  had  quite  close  relationships:  A.S. Sverchkov
particularly regretted Tat´iana’s absence from Moscow at the moment of drawing up the
will. Expressing his unrest about the legacy’s future, he underlined that, “moreover, my
elder daughter is not in Moscow.”118 Avraam Stepanovich also specified that before his
younger daughter Anastasiia reached full age any amounts received from Sverchkov’s
securities, at discretion of Moscow University, could be transferred to “his son‑in‑law,”
which eventually did happen.119 I.I. Iushkov was entrusted with all further instructions
over minor Anastasiia’s real property under his “supervision and maintenance.”120
38 Thanks to I.I. Iushkov’s family and service connections, A.S. Sverchkov approached the
circle of highest state officials, who, in turn, perceived Avraam Stepanovich as belonging
to “them” and highlighted that fact.121 In this context, a vivid discussion between the
president of the Collegium of Justice, Nikita Mikhailovich Zheliabuzhskii, and prokuror
(the  prosecutor)  of  the  same  Collegium,  Stepan  Fedorovich  Protasov,  between
December 13th and 22nd 1755 deserves special attention. At the meetings on December 13th
and  14th,  examining  Moscow  University’s  promemoria  on  Sverchkov’s  property,
N.M. Zheliabuzhskii  refused to sign resolutions referring to his  svoistvo [relations by
marriage] with one of the petitioners and presented pokolennaia rospis´ [a genealogical
table]  that confirmed this fact.  From Zheliabuzhskii’s  point of view, according to the
existing  legislation  as  I.I. Iushkov’s  vnuchatyi  brat  [grand  brother],  he  could  not
participate in the decisions on matters concerning A.S. Sverchkov. S.F. Protasov did not
find the motives persuasive: from his point of view, Zheliabuzhskii had to come back to
his duties, since, firstly, he was not a relative of Sverchkov, and secondly, at that moment
neither I.I. Iushkov, nor his wife had submitted any claim. The president of the Collegium
of Justice insisted that he was right and refused to sign the resolutions.122 It should be
noted that N.М. Zheliabuzhskii’s father, Mikhail Vasil´evich Zheliabuzhskii,  most likely
knew Avraam Stepanovich Sverchkov in person. In the early 1720s М.V. Zheliabuzhskii, at
that time a judge of Moscow Nadvornyi sud, was a member of the legislative commission
(since 1721), where, as previously mentioned, A.S. Sverchkov performed as Secretary.123 
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39 Ivan  Ivanovich  Iushkov  and  Tat´iana  Avraamovna  Sverchkova  had  no  children.  Ivan
Ivanovich reported to the census of functionaries in 1754: “does not have any children.”124
Avraam Stepanovich Sverchkov regretted this very much (see below for details). This is
the reason why Anastasiia, Tat´iana Avraamovna’s younger stepsister, “was brought up”
in the house of Ivan Ivanovich Iushkov, who treated her as his own daughter, even while
her own father and mother were alive. In 1766, in coming into her inheritance, Anastasiia
Avraamovna wrote about the years spent with Iushkov’s family: 
lived in the house of my brother‑in‑law Ivan Ivanovich, was grown and educated
with such fatherly care as a parent cannot strive to feel to his daughter, and all the
public  can  attest  this,  and  for  the  fatherly  education  I  owe  him  my  gratitude
forever.125
40 The inventory of the property that remained after Anastasiia’s death confirms her good
education and knowledge  of  German and French languages.  Books  were  kept  in  the
second of her five “trunks”:  eighteen “Russian printed books of different titles,  forty
German and French books, also of different titles.”126 As her guardian, I.I. Iushkov was in
charge of  A.A. Sverchkova’s  financial  affairs  and,  pursuant  to the will,  received from
Moscow  University  the  interests  from  Avraam  Stepanovich’s  promissory  notes  and
mortgages.  The  amounts  were  considerable:  in  1760,  1761  and  1763  the  university
transferred to Iushkov 20,226 roubles 94 “and a half” copecks.127 
41 On July 26th 1766 Anastasiia Avraamovna Sverchkova married Vasilii Vasil´evich Zybin,
retired  second major,  son of  Vasilii  Davidovich Zybin,  who in  the  1760s  lived  “over
Moskva‑river in the parish of the St. Nicholas the Wonderworker church in Kuznetsy”128
and owned lands  in  Iaroslavskii  uezd  and Chernskii  uezd.129 By  that  time Anastasiia
Avraamovna’s elder sister had been dead for a long time: she passed away “childless
before her younger [sister]’s marriage” in 1760. On September 27th 1766 А.А. Zybina came
into possession of  the rights to the property of  her deceased parents and sister;  she
officially  formalized at  Krepostnaia  kontora  the  receipt  of  her  mother’s  and father’s
legacies from I.I. Iushkov, including “money, promissory notes and mortgages” for the
total  amount of  26,498 roubles 76 copecks,  and the “amicable” division of  her sister’s
legacy with I.I. Iushkov.130 Anastasiia Avraamovna’s marriage was short: “on June 20 th”
1767 she died “in great suffering and unconscious.”131
42 In  his  will  Avraam Stepanovich  foresaw such  a  course  of  events.  Anxious  about  his
daughters’ health, he observed with regret that “for his sins” he had little “hope” for “my
parental legacy.” Tat´iana had no children, and, from her father’s point of view, she was
“very hopeless” in “producing heirs.” “Severe illnesses,” from which the elder daughter
had suffered for more than 15 years, coupled with her weak health made the birth of
heirs  rather  unlikely.  The future  of  the  younger  daughter,  eight‑year‑old  Anastasiia,
seemed vague to Sverchkov as well: at the moment of drawing up the will she was “still a
minor” and had not had either “smallpox” or “any other epileptic deceases.” In this
context А.S. Sverchkov saw only one safe “shelter” and “refuge” for his “small property”
in the event of extinction of the family line—the “most spiritual university”, under the
auspices of which he “asked,” “begged” and “appealed” to receive his money, promissory
notes and mortgages in the hope that they would provide for the education of orphans.
This  expression  explicitly  demonstrates  that  the  capital  he  had  accumulated  could
circulate  and  be  inherited  only  within  a  narrow  family  circle,  beyond  which  he
recognized no family relations and called potential candidates nothing but “embezzlers.”
132
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43 The  event  that  followed  the  death  of  Sverchkov’s  younger  daughter  Anastasiia
Avraamovna  Zybina  in  1767  proved  that  Avraam Stepanovich’s  suspicions  about  his
legacy were not unfounded: an entire group of relatives beyond his family considered
themselves eligible to claim the property of the deceased State Councillor and, moreover,
to challenge the validity of his will. 
44 In November 1768, pursuant to the Senate resolution, the Collegium of Justice resumed
the  examination  in  order  to  decide  the  future  of  the  legacy.  Based  on  Avraam
Stepanovich’s will and the fact that A.A. Zybina died childless and did not leave any direct
heir, Moscow University claimed its rights on Sverchkova‑Zybina’s property.133 However,
the examination lingered.
45 On  December 23rd 1768  the  Collegium  of  Justice  received  a  petition  from  “Aksin´ia
Stepanova’s  daughter,  wife  of  the  deceased  kantseliarist  Aleksei  Fedorov  syn
Maslennikov.”134. Aksin´ia Stepanovna Maslennikova, an illiterate, claimed to be Avraam
Stepanovich Sverchkov’s full  sister,  and, referring to the absence of either “close” or
“distant” relatives of the deceased Sverchkov and his daughters,  pretended to be the
“only close legitimate heir”, followed by her son, registrar Ivan Maslennikov.135 
46 In paragraph six of his will, in concluding the section on promissory notes and loans,
A.S. Sverchkov  mentioned  “podkantseliarist  Maslennikov”  and  gave  an  unflattering
reference about his service capacities and other qualities. First, Maslennikov did not get
any service position due to his “incapacity to affairs” because “he was not fit for any
service.”  Second,  he  owed  Sverchkov  two  promissory  notes  for  a  total  amount  of
175 roubles.  Glavnyi  Magistrat  [the Principal  Magistrate]  had examined the failure to
repay them, while the Collegium of Justice had limited Maslennikov’s legal capacity and
forbade him to make any acts or transactions. Third, Maslennikov mortgaged the house
“behind Tverskie vorota,” and Sverchkov had to buy it out “paying more than a hundred
roubles”.  This  is  why  Avraam  Stepanovich’s  last  will  was  unequivocal  in  regard  to
Maslennikov: he prescribed “not to give him back those promissory notes [and] not to
withdraw them from the debt”, but, on the contrary, to proceed with them and recover
“with recambio and with interest.” “His mother and my sister, widow Aksin´ia Stepan’s
daughter,”  could  potentially  “legalise”  the  above‑mentioned house  in  her  name “for
free,” since “he [Maslennikov] for his ill deeds deserves no sympathy.”136
47 In this way, A.S. Sverchkov, whose kinship relations were lacking any hints of emotional
attachment and had a rather financial and business character, clearly and unequivocally
made it known that his closest relatives—his full sister and nephew—were excluded as
potential  heirs  and  could  not  be  considered  as  such.  This  is  how  his  last  will  was
interpreted by the members of the Collegium of Justice: in 1780, examining the case on
A.S. Sverchkov’s  will,  they pointed out that  “in his  will  Sverchkov completely passed
over”137 his full sister and her children. Maslennikov Jr.’s improper deeds do not appear
to be the only reason for this decision. Alongside his widely known “ill behaviour,”138 the
rather  low  social  and  service  positions  of  pod´iacheskaia  zhena  [clerk’s  wife]
A.S. Maslennikova and her son, suspended from the duties of podkantseliarist, might have
played a role. In the late 1740s ‑ mid 1750s the Maslennikovs were clearly discordant with
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the social position of the Sverchkov family, whose social circle included chancellery elite
and nobility. 
48 Subsequently Ivan Alekseevich Maslennikov entered service: in the second half of the
1760s he served as Collegiate Registrar in the Collegium of State Income and lived in
Moscow with his mother Aksin´ia Stepanovna, most likely near Arbat in the parish of the
Intercession of Holy Mary in Levshino; the priest of the church Aleksei Kirillov was “her
[Aksin´ia’s]  spiritual  father.”139 I.А. Maslennikov also owned some “villages” where he
went during his “absence” in the winter of 1770140. Ivan Alekseevich was married; in the
1770s his daughter Ekaterina (“Katerina”) joined the dispute over the legacy.141 
49 If A.S. Sverchkov and subsequently his daughters sought to minimize contacts with the
relatives,  the  latter,  on  the  contrary,  demonstrated  a  keen  interest  in  what  was
happening in the Sverchkov, Iushkov and Zybin families; subsequently they attentively
followed the court examination of the will. This fact is attested by Aksin´ia Stepanovna
Maslennikova’s petition, which was accepted, as previously mentioned, a few days after
the  Collegium  of  Justice  examined  the  devolution  of  A.S. Sverchkov’s  legacy  to  the
university.  On  November 11th 1768  the  Senate  issued  a  resolution  based  on  the
university’s  report:  the  latter  informed  the  superior  authority  about  the  death  of
A.S. Sverchkov’s only heir, A.A. Zybina, and requested the transfer (while allocating the
“prescribed proportion” to Anastasiia Avraamovna’s husband) of the remaining movable
and real property, since “it belongs to Moscow University.”142 The case was transmitted to
the third Department of  the Collegium of Justice on November 18th and heard at the
collegiate meetings on November 20th and December 8th and 15th the same year. Then the
Collegium issued a resolution to review the original text of the will, make extracts of
decrees and take the decision according to them143. A week later, on December 23rd 1768,
A.S. Maslennikova’s petition claiming a part of the legacy was received144. The plaintiff, in
particular, referred to the Senate ukase of November 11th 1768, pursuant to which the
Collegium of Justice demanded the will145. In addition, А.S. Maslennikova underlined that
in  her  brother’s  will  potential  transfer  to  the  university  concerned  only  movable
property, while Sverchkov “did not mentioned at all” his real estate “except the sale of
the previously bought small village Rukavkino near Moscow.”146 Taking this into account,
and referring to the fact that, in her interpretation, the will had been in force only until
Sverchkov’s  daughter  Anastasiia’s  marriage,  subsequently  losing  any  validity  and
becoming “null and void,” Maslennikova declared herself to be “in all respects the closest
legitimate heir by kinship.”147
50 In her hope to obtain the legacy, Aksin´ia Stepanovna Maslennikova repeatedly addressed
the Collegium of Justice: she submitted petitions on May 15th 1769 and on January 29 th
1770148. It is remarkable that in much the same way as Avraam Stepanovich Sverchkov
recognized heirs only within the frame of his family, in her petitions his sister Aksin´ia
Stepanovna ignored other close relatives. Connected through her husband and son with
lower  and  middle  ranked  chancellery  clerks,  living  in  Moscow  for  several  years
(A.S. Maslennikova  died  before  1774149),  she  did  not  maintain  any  contacts  with  the
relatives who were not part of that circle and belonged to a different social stratum.
However, these relatives existed, and in 1774 they joined the dispute over the legacy. 
51 On September 15th 1774 the Collegium of Justice “reported” a petition by “Ivan’s children,
diakons Il´ia and Ivan, and Andrei, chorister of the house of his Eminence Antonii, bishop
of Nizhni Novgorod and Alatorsk”; it had been received on September 11th the same year.
Declaring  themselves  as  grandchildren  of  Sverchkov’s  full  sister,  Domna  Stepanovna
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Gerasimova, they claimed the rights to the legacy of “our great‑uncle State Councillor
Avraam  Stepanovich  Sverchkov”  and  complained  about  their  great‑aunt  Aksin´ia
Stepanovna Maslennikova, who disputed the legacy “without mentioning us.”150 The last
sentence was not a mere figure of speech: total absence of contact was confirmed by
A.S. Maslennikova’s  granddaughter  Ekaterina  Alekseevna.  In  the  counter  petition  she
wrote, in particular: 
I, the undersigned, have never heard in my whole life from my grandmother Aksin
´ia or my aunts Tat´iana Iushkova or Nastas´ia Zybina or my father or anyone else
that my above‑mentioned grandfather Avram Sverchkov had a full sister Domna.151 
52 In  their  response  the  Grigor´ev  brothers  and  their  father,  “priest  Ioann  Grigor´ev”,
attested both the kinship and the fact that A.S. Sverchkov and A.S. Maslennikova were
well aware of the existence of relatives in Nizhnii Novgorod. To that end they referred to
“outsiders  who  knew  their  kin”  and  were  able  to  confirm  the  relevance  of  their
declaration: Collegiate Assessor Semen Osipovich (Osipov syn) Zhegulin, “member” of the
Moscow University  board;  Collegiate  Assessor  Timofei  Grigor´evich  (Grigor´ev  syn)
Maslovskii, “member” of the Glavnaia solianaia kontora [the Main Salt Office] (the latter
was “busy” in Nizhnii Novgorod for a long time); Titular Councillor Ammos Pavlovich
(Pavlov syn) Mendeleev, Secretary of the Moscow Iamskaia kontora [the Post Office]; and
retired Titular Councillor Mikhail Ivanovich (Ivanov syn) Ivanov, who acted as the Grigor
´evs’ poverennyi (legal representative) in 1774‑1776.152 
53 The Grigor´evs (tserkovniki [clergymen], as E.I. Maslennikova called them153) confirmed
the relevance of their claims with a genealogical table of “the Sverchkov kin,” attached to
the petition (see ill. 1).  According to this, the progenitor of the Sverchkov family was
Grigorii; his son Stepan Grigor´evich Sverchkov had three children in his marriage with
Kseniia  Sverchkova:  Avraam,  Aksin´ia  and Domna.  As  previously  mentioned,  Aksin’ia
Stepanovna Sverchkova married kantseliarist Aleksei Fedorovich Maslennikov; their son
Ivan  Alekseevich  Maslennikov  died  in  March  1774154.  In  her  marriage  with  Gerasim
(currently  I  do  not  have  any  information  about  his  social  status  or  career)  Domna
Stepanovna had a daughter Afim´ia, whose husband Ivan Grigor´ev was “the priest of the
church of the Great Martyr Varvara in Novgorod.” It was he who, by virtue of poverennoe
pis´mo (the letter of attorney) of his children Il´ia, Ivan and Andrei Grigor´ev, submitted
the petition and attested the accuracy of the genealogical table.155
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Illustration 1. Genealogical table of “the Sverchkov family”
RGADA, f. 282, op. 1, ch. 7, d. 22570, l. 311.
54 Information about the “Sverchkov family” partially confirms the data of the previously
mentioned  podmetnoe  pis´mo  of  1724,  which  informed  the  authorities  that
А.S. Sverchkov was a “peasant’s son from Nizhegorodskii uezd.”156 The facts cited by the
Grigor´ev brothers and their father during the dispute over legacy attest to the following:
Sverchkov did come from Nizhegorodskii uezd, where his relatives lived in the 1770s and
he  probably  originated  from the  lowest  social  stratum.  The  matter  requires  further
investigation;  but  the  fact  that  the  Sverchkov  family  belonged  to  the  peasantry  of
Nizhegorodskii uezd is indirectly confirmed by the absence of any social characteristics in
the information provided about his  father,  sister Domna,  her husband and daughter.
While in their description of the matrimonial connections of their “grand‑aunt” Aksin´ia
Stepanovna the authors of  the petition pointed out that “she had been married to a
kantseliarist  Aleksei  Fedorovich Maslennikov,” and her son was “State Registrar Ivan
Alekseevich Maslennikov,” the information about “full  grandmother” is much briefer:
they only mentioned that “after her death Domna left her daughter and our … mother
Afim´ia,” saying nothing about who their grandfather Gerasim was.157 
55 Despite  mutual  accusations  of  illegitimate  claims,  A.S. Sverchkov’s  grand‑nephews
succeeded in finding an agreement on the division of grand‑uncle´s legacy. The case was
still  being examined by the Collegium of Justice when on October 25th 1777 Ekaterina
Ivanovna  Maslennikova,  Ivan  Alekseevich´s  daughter  and  Aksin´ia  Stepanovna
Maslennikova’s granddaughter, and her second cousins brothers Grigor´ev submitted two
petitions on the same day. The petitions attested to the fact of the “amicable” division of
the legacy, which by that time was not yet devolved. Brothers Il´ia Ivanovich and Ivan
Ivanovich Grigor´ev, clergymen, as well as Andrei Ivanovich Grigor´ev, podkantseliarist of
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the  Chancellery  of  Nizhegorodskaia  Province,  renounced any claims over  the  legacy,
while in return E.I. Maslennikova agreed to compensate their potential portion of the
latter. Subsequently Ekaterina Ivanovna, who married second major Nikolai Iur´evich (Iur
´ev syn) Andreianov, voevoda of Dmitrov [governor of the town of Dmitrov], between
July 1778 and September 1779,  repeatedly petitioned the Collegium of Justice158 in the
hope of getting the legacy. 
56 The Collegium of  Justice  did  not  deliver  its  final  verdict  on  the  case  until  1780:  on
December 11th “by the majority of votes” the members of the Collegium did not recognize
as  well  grounded  the  claims  of  Moscow  University  over  the  property  of  Avraam
Stepanovich Sverchkov, referring to the “expiration” of the will’s validity at the moment
of Anastasiia Avraamovna Sverchkova’s marriage and devolution of the legacy to her;
subsequent  devolution  of  the  property  was  subject  to  the  existing  legislation.  The
children  and  grandchildren  of  A.S. Sverchkov’s  sisters,  Aksin´ia  Stepanovna
Maslennikova and Domna Stepanovna Gerasimova, were recognized as “close” legitimate
candidates;  the  “amicable”  agreement  between  them  left  Ekaterina  Ivanovna
Maslennikova, married Andreianova, as the only heir.159 
57 Study of Sverchkov’s will suggests that only a nuclear family existed and had value for
Avraam Stepanovich, who had acquired hereditary nobility through his service. Outlining
the principles of his property division after his death, A.S. Sverchkov acted similar to the
vast majority of noblemen, more than 90% of which, as Michelle Lamarche Marrese has
pointed out, left their movable and unmovable possessions to their children, granting
them exclusive rights to their property. However, while in the case of nobility a clear
preference to a nuclear family did not demonstrate a break in kinship relations and in
any sense did not mean a lack of the importance of fidelity to their kin160, A.S. Sverchkov’s
situation was rather  different.  Originating from taxable  soslovie  [estate],  successfully
serving as Secretary and Chief‑Secretary for many years—positions which “worked as a
springboard for  a  successful  career  for  persons of  non‑nobility  origin,”161 and finally
acquiring the rank of State Councillor and hereditary nobility thanks to his professional
qualities and personal merits, Avraam Stepanovich consciously minimized any kinship
relations  or  did  not  find  it  necessary  to  maintain  them.  Unlike  childless  noblemen,
A.S. Sverchkov, while expressing well‑grounded anxiety about the potential childlessness
of his daughters and the subsequent absence of heirs, did not even consider bequeathing
his property to relatives. It is natural to suggest that Avraam Stepanovich’s full sister
Aksin´ia  Stepanovna  Maslennikova,  who  lived  in  Moscow  and  attentively  followed
everything that was happening with her brother’s family and property, could seek and
sought contacts. However, in his view, possible contacts were considerably limited by the
deviant behaviour of one of the representatives of the kin line: close relatives are not
mentioned in the will. Moreover, Sverchkov took active (in his point of view) measures in
order to prevent any potential possibility of devolution of his legacy to them. Another
kinship line,  whose social  status was clearly discordant with the social  positions and
connections  acquired  by  A.S. Sverchkov,  and,  moreover,  could  discredit  them,  was
completely  ignored.  The reasons  for  such kind of  behaviour  seem to  have the  same
grounds as the reasons that pushed a considerable amount of functionaries coming from
unprivileged stratum to avoid the question of their ancestry and family in the census of
1754‑1755. According to S.M. Troitskii, “as soon as originators from the lower social strata
became hereditary noblemen through their service,” they,  firstly,  used to “hide their
origins,  especially  if  their  ancestors  belonged  to  the  taxable  stratum of  the  Russian
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population” and, secondly, “broke with their social environment.”162 Social status as well
as material well‑being correlated with service status and a successful career that did not
depend on the position of the kin and the relations within it, but, on the contrary, was
determined by the personal achievements of a particular functionary.
58 The family “case” of Avraam Stepanovich Sverchkov is ambivalent. On the one hand, it
shows some models of behaviour that were widespread among a part of the emerging
Russian bureaucracy.163 Those collegiate officials who came from unprivileged states and
did  not  belong  to  chancellery  service  families  independently  built  their  careers,
friendships,  matrimonial  and  other  strategies,  advancing  in  their  service  through
personal contacts, knowledge and experience. They shaped the field of social and family
interaction within a single nuclear family rather than on the basis of vertical kinship
relations. Their social capital, career progress and material well‑being and security were
interrelated and depended on two generations (children and parents) integrated in a
complex system of social  contacts;  kinship lines that potentially could reduce capital
were being cut off. On the other hand, Sverchkov’s “case” is undoubtedly unique: because
of the fact  that in eighteenth‑century Russia only a retired State Councillor,  Avraam
Stepanovich Sverchkov, bequeathed his property to Moscow University.164 
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ABSTRACTS
State Councillor Avraam Stepanovich Sverchkov was a key figure in the legislative commissions
between the 1720s and early 1740s. In 1755, he bequeathed a considerable part of his property to
the  newly  established  Moscow University.  Reconstructed  on  the  basis  of  a  lawsuit  over  this
legacy,  the history of  Sverchkov’s  family and kinship relations suggests  that  the category of
bureaucrats  he belonged to gave precedence to and valued the nuclear family.  Coming from
unprivileged estates and not being members of chancellery service families, these bureaucrats
climbed the hierarchy ladder thanks to their professional skills, and independently built their
careers, friendships, matrimonial and other strategies, advancing in service through personal
contacts, knowledge and experience. Active participants in the actual implementation of state
reforms in the first half of the eighteenth century, Sverchkov and officials like him formed the
higher level  of  office employees in a variety of  central  institutions and ensured undisturbed
operation  of  all  the  units  of  the  state  machine.  Acquiring  hereditary  nobility  through  their
service, these collegiate officials reduced the field of social and family interaction to the nuclear
family to the exclusion of vertical kinship relations. Their social capital, career progress, material
well‑being  and  security  were  interrelated  and  depended  on  two  generations  (parents  and
children) integrated in a complex system of social contacts.
Avraam Stepanovič Sverčkov fut un personnage clé des commissions législatives chargées de la
compilation des lois (1720‑1740). En 1755, il légua une part considérable de ses biens à la toute
jeune  université  de  Moscou.  Reconstruite  sur  la  base  du  dossier  judiciaire  constitué  pour  le
procès dont a fait l’objet ce legs, l’histoire de la famille de Sverčkov et de ses relations laisse à
penser  que,  pour les  serviteurs  de  son type,  seule  la  famille  nucléaire  avait  une importance
capitale. Venant de classes non privilégiées, ces bureaucrates ne devaient leur ascension sociale
qu’à leurs compétences professionnelles et construisaient de façon indépendante leurs carrières,
leurs  amitiés,  leurs  stratégies  matrimoniales  ou  autres,  progressant  grâce  à  leurs  contacts
personnels,  leurs connaissances et  leur expérience.  Participants actifs  à  la  mise en place des
réformes  de  l’État  dans  la  première  moitié  du  XVIIIe siècle,  Sverčkov  et  d’autres  comme  lui
constituaient le niveau supérieur des employés de bureau dans une multitude de services de
l’administration centrale et assuraient le fonctionnement sans faille de toutes les unités de la
machine de l’État.  Acquérant  le  statut  de noble  héréditaire  par leurs  services,  ces  serviteurs
limitaient le champ de leur interaction familiale et sociale à la famille nucléaire.  Le « capital
social » d’une telle famille se fondait sur les succès de carrière et le bien‑être matériel de deux
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